**Devils Unto Dust** by Emma Berquist
Ten years ago, a horrifying disease began spreading across Texas. Infected people, known as shakes, attacked the living and created havoc and destruction. Daisy Wilcox has been protecting her siblings, but when her father steals a fortune from one of the most dangerous men in town, she finds herself on the hook for his debt. (2018)

**Anna Dressed in Blood** by Kendare Blake
For three years, seventeen-year-old Cas Lowood has carried on his father’s work of dispatching the murderous dead, traveling with his kitchen-witch mother and their spirit-sniffing cat, but everything changes when he meets Anna, a girl unlike any ghost he has faced before. (2011)

**Contagion** by Erin Bowman
Responding to a distress call on the distant planet of Achlys, Thea Sadik and her search-and-rescue crew are confronted by a zombie-like outbreak that forces them to uncover a monstrous enemy. (2018)

**The Good Demon** by Jimmy Cajoleas
Clare, miserable since an exorcism took away the demon that was like a sister to her, discovers the occult roots of her small Southern town and must question the fine lines between good and evil, love and hate, and religion and free will. (2018)

**Through the Woods** by Emily Carroll
Five mysterious, spine-tingling stories follow journeys into (and out of?) the eerie abyss. These chilling tales spring from the macabre imagination of acclaimed and award-winning comic creator Emily Carroll. Come take a walk in the woods and see what awaits you there... (2014)

**Dread Nation** by Justina Ireland
Jane was born two days before the dead began to walk the battlefields of Gettysburg and Chancellorsville, derailing the War Between the States and changing America forever. Jane is studying to be an Attendant, trained in both weapons and etiquette. But when families begin to go missing, Jane finds herself caught in the middle of a conspiracy, and the restless dead are the least of her problems. (2018)

**Scowler** by Daniel Kraus
Imagine your father is a monster. Would that mean there are monsters inside you, too? In the midst of a meteor shower in Iowa, a maniac escapes from prison and returns to the farm where his son, Ry, must resurrect a trio of imaginary childhood protectors: kind Mr. Furrington, wise Jesus Christ, and the bloodthirsty Scowler. (2013)

**Sawkill Girls** by Claire Legrand
A lovelorn newcomer, a grief-stricken pariah and a privileged liar intersect on the island of Sawkill Rock, where they become unlikely defenders against an insidious monster that has been preying upon the girls in their community for decades. By the Edgar Award-nominated author of *Winterspell*. (2018)
There’s Someone Inside Your House by Stephanie Perkins
One year after moving to Nebraska to live with her grandmother, Makani Young is forced to confront dark secrets about her past in Hawaii when a serial killer begins to target her fellow high school students. (2017)

Slice of Cherry by Dia Reeves
Sisters Kit and Fancy Cordelle share their infamous father’s fascination with killing, and despite their tendency to shun others, they bring two boys with similar tendencies to a world of endless possibilities discovered behind a mysterious door. (2011)

Not Even Bones by Rebecca Schaeffer
Nita’s mother hunts monsters and, after Nita dissects and packages them, sells them online but when Nita follows her conscience to help a live monster escape, she is sold on the black market in his place. (2018)

Grim Lovelies by Megan Shepherd
When their mistress is murdered, Anouk and her fellow beasties have only three days until their enchantment ends and they are transformed back into animals. In seeking to remain human, they threaten the hierarchy imposed by the society of magic handlers in Paris called the Haute. (2018)

The Sacrifice Box by Martin J. Stewart
Five former friends must discover which of them broke the rules when objects they sealed in an ancient stone box come to life in twisted forms and dead things reanimate. (2018)

The Dark Descent of Elizabeth Frankenstein by Kiersten White
A dark reimagining of Shelley’s classic is told from the point of view of Elizabeth, Victor Frankenstein’s adopted sister who, as they enter adulthood, is challenged to manage her brother’s dangerous temper and inclination to pursue depraved experiments. (2018)

Peeps by Scott Westerfeld
Cal Thompson is a carrier of a parasite that causes vampirism, and must hunt down all of the girlfriends he has unknowingly infected before they can create even more of their kind. (2005)

The Monstrumologist by Richard Yancey
As an apprentice to a monster-hunting doctor in 1888, Will Henry and his boss are brought a corpse entwined with an Anthropophagus—a supposedly extinct monster that feeds through teeth in its chest—and the two must race to stop it and its kind from consuming the world. Monstrumologist series, 1. (2009)